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Why upgrade your software?

It is essential that the monitoring technology of your rotating 

equipment is always up to date. The annual Upgrade of your 

PROGNOST®-NT software delivers all advantages of our ongo-

ing product developments.

In this brochure, we will introduce you to all of our important 

innovations and feature enhancements which will help you 

carry out your monitoring tasks faster and more effectively.

Please note: Some new functions require appropriate system 

capabilities. If you are using older Monitoring Units, some 

new functions may have to be deactivated or may only be 

used to a limited extent. 

All Upgrades at a glance

User benefits

Enhancements to improve the ease of use of your 

PROGNOST®-NT software.

Automated compilation of meaningful reports

Machine Protection Report

Cylinder Diagnostic Report

Optimized diagnostics for Rider Ring Wear

New quick access functions via context menus

Seperate entry for filtered signal

Optimized User-friendliness

System improvements

Enhancements for ensuring IT security and future usability of 

the PROGNOST®-NT system.

Enhanced system performance

Software version for 64 Bit operating systems

New system requirements



Overview of the automatically generated reports with indication

of affected components

Automated compilation of meaningful reports

Beginning in Version 16, the first step of this integration was 

done with the Condition Reports. Those manually generated 

reports are supplemented in Version 18 with the automated 

compiled Machine Protection and Cylinder Diagnostic 

Reports. The data and analyses behind these reports are 

based on decades of monitoring expertise of the PROGNOST  

Systems experts.

Differences between both types of reports are the type of 

request and the structure. To avoid overloading the Monitor-

ing Unit data storage, a maximum limit of 200 reports per 

category is set as default. When the limit is exceeded, the 

oldest reports will be deleted and substituted with the new-

est.

Machine Protection Reports

The automated creation of Machine Protection Reports is 

initiated by a Safety Limit violation (ALERT or SHUTDOWN).   

Contents of the report are possible causes of the ALERT/

SHUTDOWN. Also the online signal together with the 

analysis of the last three revolutions of the critical signal are 

included. This provides all information to efficiently inspect 

and replace the affected component.  The report is also a 

failure record to be saved locally and forwarded by mail as a 

PDF file. 

Cylinder Diagnostic Report

The Cylinder Diagnostic Report is triggered manually. The 

report lists all important performance details and shows also 

the individual p-V diagram analysis of each compression 

chamber. Users receive a complete overview of the main 

performance figures and findings. Detected failures such as 

valve failures or packing leakages are pinpointed based on 

the PROGNOST® pattern recognition technology.



Separate entry for filtered signal

The result of a filtered signal is from now shown as own 

signal line and list entry in the online-view. It will be updated 

automatically with the signals and is available until the 

online-view is closed or a new filtering for the source signal 

is done.

New quick access functions with context menus

A few function is available via the machine tree and the 

online-view to enhance the software usability. This is espe-

cially usefull for the following points. 

Open 3D waterfall plot via machine tree

Open online p-V diagram via machine tree

Show inertia load in the online-view

Optimized diagnostics for Rider Ring Wear

New function to straighten the trend plot of the Rider Ring 

Wear analysis and generate a separate trend line. This ad-

ditional trend line allows a convenient monitoring. This deliv-

ers closer inspection details to set more acurate warning 

thresholds for the Rider Ring Wear diagnostics. 

Trend of Rider Ring Wear

Machine  Measuring Point Data name  TAG-Name             Value Unit
11KB201  V Cor. P2 Vib. cross head slide  11XT_113  0.02747 g
11KB201  V Cor. P2, Filt Filt  11XT_113  -0.1160 g

Machine  Measuring Point Data name TAG-Name             Value Unit
11KB201  V Cor. P2 Amplitude spectrum 11XT_113  0.00076 g
11KB201  V Cor. P2, Filt Amplitude spectrum 11XT_113  0.001�3 g
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Enhanced system performance

Growing demands regarding the visualization software are 

a result of changing operating systems and new computer 

generations.

This effects two major changes within the VISU 18 software.

Software Version for 64 Bit operating systems

Starting with version 18 a own software version for 64 Bit 

computers is available. This helps especially if storage inten-

sive work processes need to be executed, what will be more 

effective using the 64 Bit technology.

New System requirements

Starting with VISU 18 Windows® XP and Windows® Vista are 

no longer supported. Windows® 7 (SP1) is the minimum re-

quirement to use the VISU functions in an effective manner.

New designs for icons and toolbars 

Optimized User-friendliness

Icons and toolbars have been overhauled to support the 

intuitive usage of the PROGNOST® software. To ensure a clear 

and meaningful machine icon, the standards ISO 10628 and 

ISO 14617 are used as reference. 

Regarding the trayicon in the status bar a new funcion is 

integrated which allows to switch between one icon for all 

machines to one icon for every connected machine.
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